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with artifacts is employed to analyze this qualitative data. Based on our empirical
findings, we present a process model that illustrates how potential applicants make
sense of employer brands. This dominant sensemaking journey includes three different stages: exploring the employer brand material, constructing a plausible employer
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possible.
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1 Introduction
Establishing a reputation as an employer of choice is a priority for businesses due to
a shortage of skilled workers (e.g., Sengupta et al. 2015). For example, the annual
economic survey by Eurochambres (2019) identifies the lack of skilled workers as
one of the biggest problems faced by European companies. Thus, businesses seek
to achieve high levels of applicant attraction to be successful in competitive labor
markets (Baum and Kabst 2014). The early stage of attracting potential applicants
is crucial for this objective because later recruitment activities depend on its success
(Walker and Hinojosa 2014). During this initial stage of the recruitment process,
individuals interpret employment-relevant information, and organizations manage
their employer image to convince qualified, suitable job seekers to join the applicant
pool of an organization (Barber 1998).
Employer branding is a common management practice that aims to create and
communicate a favorable employer brand in order to attract highly qualified applicants and retain valuable employees (Theurer et al. 2018; Martin et al. 2011;
Edwards 2010). In this article, we focus on early recruitment processes from the perspective of potential employees. Employers use activities (e.g., walk-ins, recruiting
fairs or career forums) and material (e.g., career websites, printed information, recruitment advertisements or promotional gifts) to communicate a positive employer
image to job seekers. These employer brand activities and materials represent “one
medium job seekers engage with to construct an image of the employing organization” (Appleby et al. 2018, p. 312). They are central contact points between potential
employees and employers in the early stages of the recruitment process (Collins and
Stevens 2002).
In this context, this paper addresses the question “How do potential applicants
make sense of employer brand material?” We adopt an interpretive lens for the analysis of original qualitative data on highly qualified potential applicants’ engagement
with employer brand material. Thereby, we aim to address critical limitations of
employer branding literature that stem from the predominant focus on controllable
factors and outcome measurements in quantitative employer branding research: Potential applicants’ subjectivity and the fluidity of employer brands are excluded from
established conceptualizations of employer branding. Therefore, insights about potential applicants’ processes of interpretation of employer information lack crucial
knowledge. For example, what are different dynamics that might occur when job
seekers engage with employer brand material? How do employer information, factors not controllable by employers (e.g., word of mouth, media reports, the regional
reputation of an employer) and the subjectivity of individuals interact within the
process of interpreting employer brand material? Questions that acknowledge the
real-life complexities of employer branding processes are excluded from traditional
employer branding research. Aggerholm et al. (2011) and Smith (2018) stress a necessity to acknowledge stakeholders’ active roles in the co-creation of employer
brands.
In order to contribute to the development of this line of research, our paper applies sensemaking as a theoretical framework (Weick 1995) to analyze the subjective
and contextual factors at play in the process of an actor’s engagement with branded
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artifacts. Sensemaking is an established lens in interpretive studies on management
and organization (e.g., Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Jansen and Shipp 2019). It
is based on the insight that, rather than simply perceiving the outside world (situations, events, tools, information, etc.) and the self, people actively create meanings
about their circumstances and themselves (Weick et al. 2005). To account for this
personal and social process in the context of employer brands, we provided highly
qualified potential applicants with employer brand materials that were prepared by
prospective employers in their field of expertise. The study participants were given
camera glasses to wear and were asked to articulate their thoughts while engaging
individually with the employer brand materials. We subsequently interviewed them
about their perspectives on the employers in the study and eventually conducted
a sensemaking-based template analysis of the complete data.
By providing a qualitative, process-oriented account of potential applicants’
sensemaking of employer brand material, this paper contributes to research on
employer branding in two ways. Firstly, our study provides insights into potential
applicants’ various activities when engaging with employer brand material. Through
the explorative methodological design of our study, we do not restrict the focus of
the study to specific factors and effects of these activities. Secondly, based on the
empirical findings and the sensemaking approach, we propose a process model that
links the identified activities into a central but flexible trajectory of potential applicants’ making sense of employer brand material. This model shows how subjective
employer brand interpretations unfold and thereby contributes to the conceptualization of this core aspect of employer branding. More generally, our analysis of how
potential applicants co-author employer images and construct subjective interpretations of employer brand material driven by plausibility and identity construction
furthers a perspective on employer branding that acknowledges subjectivity and
fluidity as part of the employer branding process.
In the following sections, firstly, we outline the limited role of subjectivity and
active agency and the static concept of process within the predominant quantitative research on employer branding. We then propose a perspective on employer
branding that emphasizes subjectivity and process dynamics. Secondly, we introduce sensemaking as a theoretical framework that allows us to capture the dynamic
processes of subjective interpretations of employer brands. Subsequently, we explain
the methodological design of our study of processes of subjective assessments of
employer attractiveness. Following the presentation of empirical findings, which we
structured along the main themes from the template analysis conducted, we provide
an in-depth discussion of the key elements, activities and patterns in potential applicants’ sensemaking of employer brands. We conclude by emphasizing uncertainty
and flexibility in processes of making sense of employer brands, and finally, we
combine limitations of our study with suggestions for future research.
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2 Conceptual Background
2.1 Proposing a Subjective and Process-oriented Perspective on Employer
Branding

Since Ambler and Barrow (1996) originally coined the term employer branding,
research on this topic has progressed in several regards (see the reviews of Theurer
et al. 2018; Lievens and Slaughter 2016). Besides conceptual articles (e.g., Backhaus
and Tikoo 2004; Edwards 2010; Martin et al. 2011), a steady stream of predominantly quantitative empirical research has been conducted in the field of employer
branding, particularly in terms of analyzing the effects of employer brand activities
and material on potential applicants’ perceptions of employer images and attractiveness (e.g., Onken-Menke et al. 2018; Kashive and Khanna 2017; Baum and Kabst
2014). Additionally, employer branding studies have investigated current and potential employees’ perceptions of attributes of organizations as employers (e.g., Kumari
and Saini 2018; Edwards and Edwards 2013; Van Hoye et al. 2013; Lievens 2007;
Lievens and Highhouse 2003). However, despite the extensive and sophisticated
ways in which researchers have studied employer branding, we identify two considerations that have largely been underdeveloped to date: a more holistic, subjective
view on employer branding that acknowledges potential and current employees’
agency and their specific socio-cultural contexts and an emphasis on the process of
how subjective interpretations of employer brands unfold.
Firstly, our study provides a qualitative exploration of how potential applicants
holistically and subjectively interpret employer brand material. Traditional research
on employer branding offers robust quantitative measures of the impact of various dimensions of employer branding activities and characteristics of potential employees
on perceptions of employer images and identities. Particularly, studies on employer
brand activities and material such as organizational job or recruitment advertisements
(e.g., Baum et al. 2016; Acarlar and Bilgiç 2013), recruitment websites (Chen et al.
2012; Walker et al. 2011; Allen et al. 2007, 2004; Cober et al. 2004) or career fairs
(Cable and Yu 2006) offer detailed quantitative analysis of the attitudes and reactions of job seekers in this context. Among the various employer branding features
previously examined are the role of media richness in applicant attraction (Cable
and Yu 2006; Baum and Kabst 2014), the content of employer information, such as
flexible work practices (Onken-Menke et al. 2018; Kröll et al. 2018) and corporate
social responsibility (Carlini et al. 2019). Along with this, potential applicants’ personal characteristics and their familiarity with the organization (Walker et al. 2011),
their job pursuit intentions (Hinojosa et al. 2015) and congruity between recruitment
advertisements and organizational image (Baum et al. 2016) have been analyzed.
Additionally, some studies explored the influence of company-independent sources,
particularly word of mouth (e.g., Stockman et al. 2020; Van Hoye and Lievens
2009), on initial attraction to employers. However, this research does not capture
how addressees characterize and understand employer branding more holistically,
where multiple sets of activities and material produced by employers and by external
sources intermingle to form an overall subjective evaluation. Moreover, addressees
of employer branding are usually conceptualized as information processing entities
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within the theoretical concepts and research designs used. In contrast, we theorize
potential applicants as “meaning-making creatures” (Smith 2018, p. 50), as the authors of their interpretations of employer brand activities and material, and thus
give their agency a more active role within employer branding (Aggerholm et al.
2011). Their interpretations are then characterized by their subjectivity and embedded within their specific social and institutional context (Appleby et al. 2018). Thus,
we qualitatively explored individuals’ thoughts on employer brand activities and
material and their responses to general questions regarding the employers involved
and their employer brand materials.
Secondly, we used a process lens that has received little attention in the employer
branding field. Thereby, our approach focuses on how potential applicants develop
employer images and attractiveness when engaging with employer brand activities
and material. Our approach stands in contrast to prior process-oriented studies on
job seekers’ perceptions of employer brand activities (e.g., Hinojosa et al. 2015)
as this research is usually founded on a process ontology based in “substantive
metaphysics” (Langley et al. 2013, p. 5). This view conceptualizes organizations
and individuals as fixed identifiable entities and focuses on changes in these entities
over time (Langley et al. 2013). The elaboration-likelihood model (ELM) (Petty and
Cacioppo 1981), as the most influential process theory within employer branding
and recruitment research, precisely reflects this process perspective (e.g., Baum et al.
2016; Collins and Kamar 2014; Uggerslev et al. 2012). The ELM addresses the role
of contextual and individual variables in the intensity of individual information processing, offering a distinction between a peripheral and central route of processing
(Collins and Kamar 2014). Within this model, the variables that influence information processing are separated from the process itself and thus held constant. It mainly
focuses on the question “[w]hich recruiting information predicts applicant attraction
and job choice behavior” (Uggerslev et al. 2012, p. 601). Thus, employer branding
studies based on ELM regard changes in the intensity of individual processing of
information as something that happens to individuals viewed as fixed identifiable
entities.
Our approach, however, is based in “process metaphysics” (Langley et al. 2013,
p. 5). From this perspective, “the world is made up of processes rather than things
[...], of events and experiences rather than substantial entities” (Langley et al. 2013,
p. 6). It emphasizes how processes themselves emerge and develop. In contrast to
substantive metaphysis, in process metaphysics, context is not something outside
the analyzed developments “but is itself continually reconstituted within and by
processes of interaction over time [...], generating unexpected and largely uncontrollable chains of activity and events in which actors, environments and organizations
are all in constant and mutually interacting flux” (Langley et al. 2013, p. 6). This
approach is more suitable to explore how meaning is ascribed to and constructed
around employer branding, how these interpretations unfold and how the complex
interplay of ongoing employer brand activities and material, social dynamics and
identity constructions constitute this process.
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2.2 Sensemaking as a Theoretical Approach

To examine a subjective and process-oriented view on employer branding and thus
develop a better understanding for how potential applicants subjectively make sense
of employer brands, we refer to a cognitive sensemaking perspective (Sandberg and
Tsoukas 2014; Weick 1995). We understand sensemaking as a process of meaning
construction whereby people interpret events, issues or physical representations that
are complex, surprising or ambiguous (e.g., Brown et al. 2015; Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Cornelissen 2012). Sensemaking goes beyond interpretation and includes
“the active authoring of the situations in which reflexive actors are embedded and
are attempting to comprehend” (Brown et al. 2015, p. 267). Thus, within the individual construction of employer images, addressees of employer branding are not
mere objects but co-creators of these brands. Constructions of their own identity and
how they relate these constructions to an employer plays a fundamental role within
this process. This reflects the relevance of identity constructions as a basic property
of sensemaking (Brown et al. 2015; Weick et al. 2005). Individuals try to create
meaning from unclear situations and ambiguous stimuli “in ways that respond to
their own identity needs. They are able to draw creatively on their memory ... in
composing a story that begins to make sense of what is happening while potentially enhancing their feelings of self-esteem and self-efficacy” (Coopey et al. 1997,
p. 312). Sensemakers make sense of themselves and the outside world, and both
processes influence each other (Brown et al. 2015), “but the direction of causality
flows just as often from the situation to a definition of self as it does the other way”
(Weick 1995, p. 20).
Organizations can influence sensemaking processes of individuals to increase their
organizational identification by relating positively to their assumed identity and values but also by creating doubt and ambiguity in individuals. Pratt (2000) studied
the latter in the context of new distributors in a network marketing organization and
characterizes this organizational strategy as “sensebreaking”. Sensebreaking aims
to generate some degree of uncertainty about new organizational members’ own
sense of self and incite interest in the organization at the same time and thus provide a strong motivation to familiarize oneself with the organization. According to
Pratt (2000), this motivation is related to a challenge to one’s identity that leads to
“seekership,” defined as “a desire to find meaning that originates from a sense of
discontentment about who one is” (464). By means of employer branding, organizations can also challenge the identity of potential applicants and attempt to make
employers more interesting for them.
Processes of sensemaking are also fundamentally social since even in situations
where individuals create meaning on their own, as they do in our study, they “are
embedded in a sociomaterial context” (Maitlis and Christianson 2014) where their
thoughts and feelings are influenced by the actual, imagined, past or potential presence of others (Weick 1995). The interpretation of employer brand activities and material, and thus the co-creation of employer images and attractiveness, has a strong
social character (Aggerholm et al. 2011) since it is influenced by interactions with
peers, friends and family and their experiences with employers and the labor market.
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Moreover, direct talks with representatives of potential employers during a career
fair, a school visit or a job interview can also affect this process.
The answers to the two central questions in sensemaking (Who am I? What is
going on?) are influenced by “institutional expectations of how actors should perform
an identity in specific situations” (Weber and Glynn 2006, p. 1646). In the context
of individuals creating meaning for employer brands, institutional aspects such as
structures of the specific labor market (e.g., gendered labor market segmentations)
or the reputation of work in a specific industry (e.g., problematic reputation of
workplaces in the tourism industry) are of relevance.
A sensemaking perspective must also acknowledge the possibility of failures
and breakdowns of meaning constructions. This “collapse” of sensemaking (Weick 1993) usually “highlights the failure of the activated frame to guide inferences
meaningfully in real time, or worse, its tendency to blind individuals to an alternative interpretation” (Cornelissen and Werner 2014, p. 189). We relate to these
interpretations of failures of sensemaking but add the problems of agents’ passivity
in a sensemaking process and the refusal to create meaning in a specific context,
which also lead to a meaning void.
Finally, we draw on the distinction between priming and framing suggested by
Cornelissen and Werner (2014). They analytically divide instances in which alreadyavailable schemas (e.g., pre-conceived opinions, existing accounts) are activated and
drive interpretation (i.e., priming) from those instances where new meanings are actively constructed by individuals in context (i.e., framing). Priming denotes the
activation of individuals’ already-available cognitive schemas in encounters (Cornelissen and Werner 2014). It considers responses that are triggered by perceptual
cues that call to mind certain schemas and “corresponding performance scripts
without much deliberate thought” (Weber and Glynn 2006, p. 1646). In our study,
priming refers to the activation process of pre-existing concepts of employment,
employers, work or career that are grounded in past experiences and predetermined
convictions. Thus, the concept of priming stresses the activation of an individual
employer image as an “attentional process ... to that which has already occurred”
(Weick 1995, p. 25). Priming must therefore be considered as a mainly retrospective
meaning creation method that follows initial perceptual processes.
Framing, by contrast, refers to emerging perspectives (e.g., novel views on an
employer) that are sparked by novel information and signals or by understanding
and contextualizing existing knowledge or messages differently (Cornelissen and
Werner 2014). The framing aspect within sensemaking stresses reflexive actions and
reasoning. It particularly acknowledges processes through which actors identify and
evaluate their experiences (Weber and Glynn 2006). Framing stresses the prospective
in sensemaking (e.g., Sandberg and Tsoukas 2014; Cornelissen and Clarke 2010)
as it also aims “at creating meaningful opportunities for the future” (Gioia and
Mehra 1996, p. 1229). Thus, when potential applicants engage in framing employer
brand activities and material, they are guided by past employment experiences, the
present context and their expectations of future employers, employment or career
aspirations.
We conceptualize sensemaking as embracing both of these aspects within a dualprocessing model of meaning creation, distinguishing perceptual processes of prim-
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ing from reflexive, deliberate reasoning processes. Priming and framing as two
aspects in meaning construction often relate to each other in recursive processes
of influence (Cornelissen and Werner 2014). To account for those dynamics, we
designed the following dual-step research strategy that covers potential applicants’
engagement with employer brand activities and material and their processes of assessing the related employers.

3 Method
3.1 Study Preparation and Recruitment of Suitable Participants

In preparation for our study, we identified four tight labor market sectors based on
information provided by the regional governmental job center. We then contacted
managers of the largest employer for each branch, to find out what type of workers
they aimed to attract and who their main competitors in the labor market were.
We used this information to identify pools of companies that were competing for
the same set of potential applicants. Next, we invited the identified companies’ HR
managers to participate in our study by providing the employer brand information
they offer to potential applicants from relevant professional schools and advanced
technical colleges. In return, we offered to provide them with a written summary of
overall findings for their sector. To reach our goal of having four companies from
each sector, tourism, electrical engineering, civil engineering and timber technology,
we contacted 17 companies. One company rejected our request because it was in the
process of developing its employer profile at the time and was not ready to supply
us with its standard portfolio of employer brand material.
To recruit suitable participants for our study, we asked educators in selected
advanced technical colleges and professional schools whose graduates are a key
target group of the companies’ employer branding efforts to recommend highly
qualified students from their current graduation class. The educational institutions
selected are devoted to practical expert education in their main subject areas and
require their students to work for extended periods of time (in internships or as
part of dual education programs) before they can graduate. Average full-time work
experience among the 47 participants in our study was 6.1 months among the 36%
who had completed internships and 4.6 years among the 64% who had already
worked for an extended period. In our sample, 34% of participants were qualified
professionals in the field of tourism, 23.4% in electrical engineering, 21.3% in civil
engineering and 21.3% in timber technology. By means of this sampling strategy,
we created pools of rival employers in tight labor market segments, who actively
competed for the potential applicants in our study.
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3.2 Data Collection

Our data collection comprised of two consecutive procedures:
3.2.1 Phase 1: Concurrent Verbalization of Making Sense of Employer Brand
Material

The employer brand materials provided by the employers ranged from product samples to employer-related informational material to giveaways. These artifacts were
put in uniform boxes, which were positioned randomly on a table before each
respondent entered the room. On their arrival, participants were equipped with camera glasses—miniature cameras worn at eye level to capture an actor’s perspective
(Lahlou et al. 2015). To avoid potential irritation or awkwardness, we used ordinary-looking glasses with a camera lens built in at the right side of the frames. The
participants were led to the table of boxes and received the following instructions:
“There are four boxes on the table in front of you. In each of the boxes, you will
find material that potential employers have provided to present themselves. We now
would like you to take a look at these materials and to articulate your thoughts.
Simply say out loud whatever comes to your mind.” This procedure combines the
idea of eliciting employer brand knowledge via artifacts (e.g., Heisley and Levy
1991) with concurrent verbalization as a way of collecting data on cognitive processes to uncover reasons, motivations and process-related structures of behavior
(Ericsson and Simon 1998). By asking for verbalized thoughts rather than for participants’ descriptions of their decision-making process (procedural verbalization),
the instructions were designed to foster associative verbalization in order to avoid
detrimental effects on respondents’ focus on the main task (Fox et al. 2011; Dickson
et al. 2000).
3.2.2 Phase 2: Retrospective Inquiry of Making Sense of Employer Brand Material

The study participants’ opinion-making process was followed by one-on-one, semistructured interviews. Respondents were invited to identify the companies that they
considered the most and least attractive employers and were then asked about their
decisions and their opinions on the selected companies. The interviewers asked
follow-up questions regarding the opinions given, exploring motives and contexts
within the subjective assessments of the employer brands. At the end of each interview, we collected information regarding the respondent’s personal and professional
situations.
3.3 Data Analysis

To prepare our data for analysis, we first created verbatim transcripts of the audio
data and then used the video data to add information on nonverbal activities (e.g.,
{[pokes through the box]}). When analyzing the visual data, we focused on the
respondents’ physical handling of the employer brand materials. The information
from the video data was used to unambiguously associate participants’ statements
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with the respective employers in our study and as a supplementary source to support our interpretations of participants’ statements. After the transcripts of the audio
data had been complemented with the notes on nonverbal activities, we conducted
a template analysis (King 2012) using the software ATLAS.ti (ATLAS.ti Scientific
Software Development GmbH). Template analysis “balances a relatively high degree
of structure in the process of analyzing textual data with the flexibility to adapt it
to the needs of a particular study” (King 2012, p. 426). We began our data analysis
with the inductive coding of a random subsample of 12 transcripts. Each of the three
authors individually conducted open line-by-line coding for four of the 12 transcripts
with the aim of developing categories for an initial coding template. We then collectively discussed our coding suggestions against the background of the theoretical
themes and subthemes reflecting the conceptual distinction between priming and
framing (Cornelissen and Werner 2014). This process of combining thematic categories from the conceptual framework with inductively generated codes resulted in
an initial coding template, which was entered as a code hierarchy in ATLAS.ti. As
a result, from the first inductive coding step, two conceptual themes (“priming” and
“framing”) were supplemented by two additional main themes (“dynamics between
and within priming and framing” and “withdrawing from sensemaking”). Based on
the initial coding structure, we began coding the complete data. During this part of
the coding process, the initial template was adapted several times to incorporate new
findings until the coding structure was suited to the overall data set. To facilitate the
development of the template, the three authors met at least once a week during the
period of data analysis to review the coding and discuss data-based adaptations to
the coding template. These discussions were based on the current versions of the
following three Atlas.ti export files, which were used to summarize the coding: the
codes-primary-documents-table, the code hierarchy and the complete codes-quotation report. The agreed final template that resulted from this process was used to
code the complete data set. This coding structure is shown in Table 1, 2, 3 and 4 in
the Findings section. The following findings report focuses on phenomena that were
evident across the data set and were essential parts of the observed opinion-making
processes. Exemplary quotes for codes are provided in one table for each root code.

4 Findings
Participants’ engagement with employer brand material started with their initial
reaction to the particular employer. When looking at the material provided, in almost
all cases, the study participants started the thinking aloud process by saying the
company name and stating whether they were familiar with this employer. However,
irrespective of existing employer knowledge and of the nature of preconceptions, in
all cases except one these initial reactions were followed by continued engagement
with the branded artifacts. In one instance, the first impression of the employer
brand material led to the immediate, spontaneous rejection of that employer. In all
other documented employer brand encounters, the potential applicants continuously
engaged with the material provided by the companies. This early phase of the
observed sensemaking process was marked by the key role of priming.
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4.1 Schema-driven Creation of Fragmentary Employer Attributions

The participants’ initial engagement with the employer brand material provided
by the companies allowed them to explore the information and branded artifacts
available. The aim of gathering information and developing a general first impression
of each employer’s features manifested in the respondents’ browsing through the
employer brand material and providing ad hoc comments about isolated features
and contents of these artifacts (Table 1, Codes 1.1.1 and 1.1.2).1
In their early investigation of the material, respondents took a rather analytical
approach and were very matter-of-fact in their statements. However, their interpretations of the features and contents that stood out to them were subjective in the sense
that they were strongly guided by priming effects. Depending on the respondents’
degree of familiarity with each company and the amount of their work experience
in the specific industry, the activated schemas used to interpret employer brand material were either predominantly general or employer and industry specific. General
schemas were particularly frequent points of reference in the absence of strong and
prevailing employer- or industry-related preconceptions. As a quotation from study
participant Steve’s engagement with the material illustrates (Table 1, Code 1.2.2),
these general schemas reflected respondents’ general assumptions about trends, their
associations with particular sensory or visual stimuli (e.g., paper quality, colors, visual contents) and their views on topics addressed in or associated with the material.
In addition to general schemas, company- and industry-specific schemas were
crucial reference points when study participants already held views on the company
image or selected features of the company (e.g., its products or services, its target
audience, its locations, or its organizational form, structure or size) or the industry
in question (e.g., specific industry segments, standards and customs). For example,
study participant Claire’s responses to employer brand material reveal that she links
family-owned businesses, as a general company feature, with positive attributes (Table 1, Code 1.2.1.2). Meanwhile Isaac’s assertion that a brochure from company
CE2 indicates the company’s promising prospects for success is preceded by an
expression of his positive view of tunnel construction businesses (Table 1, Code
1.2.1.1). These excerpts from Claire’s and Isaac’s exploration of information material also show that in some cases, when company- or industry-related schemas were
activated, they influenced respondents’ overall perception of employer brand materials or directed their attention to particular aspects of the employer information.
A similar dynamic is evident in the passage from Mary’s employer brand encounter
displayed in Table 1, Code 1.2.1.3, where the strong impact of her preconceived image of a particular organization as “traditional” led her to interpret a wood-covered
USB stick as the epitome of tradition.
However, in no case within our data was a respondent’s interpretation fully determined by familiarity. Although Mary clearly perceived TO2’s image to be traditional
1

Companies’ names are displayed as TO1–TO4 for tourism, EE1–EE4 for electrical engineering,
CE1–CE4 for civil engineering and TT1–TT4 for timber technology enterprises. Study participants’
names are pseudonyms. The transcription symbols used follow the suggestions of Gumperz and Berenz
(1993).
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Table 1 Codes associated with root 1, “Priming”
Code

Sample Quote

1.1 Perceiving cues
{?[pokes through the box]}? TT3, of course* I know them. They have research
1.1.1 Perceivprojects with us./ {?[takes giveaways out of the box]}? I prefer this much more. At
ing features
least there are Post-its that are handy./ {?[looks at a book, takes it out of the box and
of Employer
measures its weight with his hand]}? And then there is a book about the apparently
Branding
about the founder of the company. If this is really necessary to say something about
(EB) material
the company, I don’t know, but it’s the bomb.*/ Yes, that looks really* good,/[...] but
anyway, they put a lot of effort into it/ (P43_Luigi)
{?[takes a folder out of the box and looks at the text]}? My first impression of the
mission statement,/ it does really make you think and wonder, at least for a moment.
{?[takes company information material in form of a magazine in hand]}? An employee and guest magazine,/ that makes everything a little more tangible for the guests
about what is going on in the background./ (P18_Lena)
1.2 Attributing schemas to perceived cues
1.1.2 Perceiving contents
of EB material

1.2.1 Drawing on company- and industry-specific schemas
{?[slowly browsing through a magazine; looking at the written and visual content
1.2.1.1 Inof the first pages]}?/ It is nice to see something about civil engineering in the begindustry-related
ning. That is better than cars. {?[points at the box of another employer]}?/ I prefer
schemas
tunnel construction. I like this sentence/ if I want to work professionally in my area
of expertise/ {?[reads it out loud]}? “Your careers with CE2, your decision to join our
community.” Yes, you get a feeling from this brochure that the future is secured at
CE2. // (P47_Isaac)
That is founder’s name’s book. < 2> With this, they point out again that it is a family
1.2.1.2 Combusiness, and this represents its personality./ We are a family business. You will feel
pany-related
right at home here with us./ There is not just a focus on profits./[...] From the beginschemas not
ning, you just always have a positive impression./ (P38_Claire)
linked to
one single
company
I am going to start with TO2./ {?[poking through the box; takes a company magazine
1.2.1.3 Comout of the box]}? The traditional aspect strikes me right away./ Not just the crest inside
pany-related
the ring; the font is also very traditional./ This is what I would associate with TO2./
schemas
It is not a modern hotel but a traditional and luxurious one. [...]{?[opens a small box
linked to
containing a memory stick in wooden design]}? What is it? {?[takes the memory
a particular
stick out of the box]}? Um, okay, a memory stick./ Yes, that is a great idea./ Also, the
company
traditional aspect again, the wood. I think that reflects it pretty well./[...] I believe that
actually builds on the traditional, respected hotel image, that that is the crucial reason
to work there. (P30_Mary)
1.2.2 Drawing on company- and
industrynonspecific
or general
schemas

They are on the pulse of time because they have one of those cloths to clean your
smartphone screen, plus a USB stick, plus large images that I really like./ Exactly,
letting images speak louder than words./ What I don’t like is that there are models in
almost all or most pictures./ In my opinion, this is simply not customary anymore./[...]
they introduce the employees. I like that./ It shows how valuable all employees are.
{?[intensively studying the material]}? This creates the impression that the employee
is valuable. (P26_Steve)

and luxurious, parts of her interpretation of employer brand material, such as her
comments regarding the hotel magazine, were not affected by this view. In addition,
if participants were familiar with a company but did not have a strong and clear perception of its image, familiarity did not appear to affect the initial interpretation of
employer brand material strongly. For instance, in the quotation displayed in Table 1,
Code 1.1.1, Luigi immediately emphasized that he was familiar with company TT3,
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but his previous employer knowledge was not mentioned in his statements about
features of the employer brand material.
4.2 Frame-driven Construction of a Plausible Employer Image

Once study participants had engaged with the employer brand material sufficiently to
develop a first impression, they drew on their created employer attributions and—by
adding new, original thoughts—started to create more holistic, congruent employer
images. Unlike the schema-driven reactive creation of employer knowledge in response to the material, participants’ attempts to construct an employer image were
characterized by active reasoning for or against particular interpretations. For most
participants, their impressions of the employers from the initial exploration of their
respective brand materials did not translate smoothly into a congruent employer image. In fact, participants formulated a consistent image immediately after viewing
the employer brand material in only a few cases (Table 2, Code 2.1).
Those participants whose perceptions were not consistent felt compelled to at
least address perceived inconsistencies. Some tensions arose from respondents’ interpretations of divergent features or contents of the material provided. For example,
Jack pointed out that he considers owning a shark tank to be incompatible with the
ecological focus claimed by TO2 (Table 2, Code 2.2.1). The most frequently addressed tensions were differences between perceived messages from the employer
brand material and other information sources, such as word of mouth or participants’
own experiences (Table 2, Code 2.2.2).
If faced with divergent attributions for an employer and multiple options for interpretations, participants usually went beyond simply identifying divergent meanings
and engaged in the active construction of consistent images in four ways. Firstly,
in most cases potential applicants added more evidence that is consistent or used
argumentative strategies to explain the plausibility of their chosen interpretation
(Table 2, Code 2.3.1.3). Secondly, if participants were familiar with a company,
common approaches to sustain their interpretations were for respondents either to
use their preconceived ideas of the employer’s image as a frame to create a storyline
or to disclose their previous knowledge about and experiences with an employer.
Martha, for example, presented her memories of an organized company visit she had
participated in during her studies in the context of her overall impression of TT2
as a tough and cynical employer. As is evident in Martha’s statement, referenced
in Table 2, Code 2.3.1.1, she interprets employer brand materials in the light of
her previous employer brand experience. Her account contains references to brand
information from different sources. These include the organization (the workplaces
and the company representative’s statement), Martha’s subjective experiences and
her assessments (her individual interpretation of the working conditions and her
memories of the experience), and a particular social context (the running joke between the study participant and her peers), all of which she presents to fit her overall
narration. Thirdly, some participants actively questioned and revised some of their
prior brand attributions resulting in more consistent brand perceptions. For example,
Robert’s admission of his negative preconception of one particular employer (displayed in Table 2, Code 2.3.1.2) allowed him to put his previous negative attributions
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Table 2 Codes associated with root 2, “Framing”
Code

Sample Quote

{?[examines the material closely]}? The way I see it from the material, when you
work at TO1, you work in a young, dynamic team with a focus on teamwork./[...]
Work is more than just work, but it is a place where you can live your hobbies as
well./ You can also have fun at work by working out or experiencing so many other
things which are offered there./ So many benefits included:/ a gym, an outdoor pool
for employees to use./[...] From the benefits that I see here, it seems like a working
vacation:/ breakfast buffet with fresh eggs. It actually looks like stuff for guests and
not for employees./ Yes, exactly, those images speak volumes. (P3_John)
2.2 Addressing perceived inconsistencies
2.1. Emphasizing proposed
consistent attributions

2.2.1 Highlighting perceived
inconsistencies in the EB
material

Actually, when I heard of it, I didn’t know that TO2 is a eco hotel. I only learned
about this when I got there./ I had a completely different image in mind because of
all the famous people who go there and all these parties./ That was my association,/
and what I also don’t get and what doesn’t fit at all is this weird thing here in the spa
area./ That really isn’t suitable for an eco-hotel. < 3> (P22_Jack)

2.2.2 Highlighting perceived
inconsistencies
between EB material and other
information

{?[opens the brochure]}? When I am looking for a job, and I look at this company
name and see the photos and the house and also the welcoming messages and so
on, then I would apply right away because it just seems cozy, and it seems like
a nice working atmosphere. [...]/ However, in my opinion, since I have already been
there, I probably wouldn’t go there anymore/ because the working climate amongst
service staffers wasn’t* good at all. (P11_Jules)

2.3 Constructing consistent images
2.3.1 Excluding incompatible attributions, highlighting compatible attributions
Seeing the workplaces was an eye-opener. That’s what they do every single day, and
2.3.1.1 Selectobviously they get a certain pay per hour. We then also asked {?[employee of the
ing coherent
company]}? if this work wasn’t boring, and he just replied, “No they want it that
attributions
way, they [...] want to do the same thing every day.”/ Ever since then, it has always
been a running gag: They want it that way. {?[laughs]}? And, yes, the company in
general, well, that’s how it is, how we kept it in mind.// (P36_Martha)
I am actually negatively biased when it comes to TO2,/ but it still appeals to me./
2.3.1.2 AdaptI find it neat./ You get a good overview about what they do, and it is done nicely
ing and reinterwith the magazine, and yeah, it does appeal to me, and compared to TO1, it is somepreting existing
thing where I would say that it has a concept behind it, and everything is done in the
incompatible
same style, and yes, I would rather apply for a job there./ (P24_Robert)
attributions
When you are looking for a job, I believe that with these brochures, they show
2.3.1.3 Adding
clearly what they want and what possibilities their employees have./ They also show
new compatible
that new ideas are appreciated. [...]// I also have some old schoolmates who did ininformation and
ternships there, and I also know some people who work there full-time./ They work
attributions
for the technical department./ Yes, well, you only hear positive things./ It seems
clear that they value their employees highly and that they make sure that they feel
comfortable and also have their full support./ (P27_Adrian)
Due to me having no prior knowledge about this company and due to the fact that
2.3.2 Embracing
the two handouts have no connection in my opinion–/ Also, the whole material: this
inconsistency as
looks shiny, and the rest is matte, and that really doesn’t fit together.//[...] Everything
a brand feature
looks a little chaotic to me,/ and in some way this gives me the impression that they
might also be chaotic as an employer. (P10_Joana)
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into perspective and paved the way for his construction of the employer’s image as
generally positive.
In these three ways, participants constructed consistent images of employers by
reducing ambiguity and emphasizing homogeneity of various employer brand aspects. Our data shows that participants’ fourth strategy to construct a plausible
employer image was to embrace perceived contradictory brand features and assume
that inconsistency was itself an expression of the employer image. In these cases,
participants projected their frustration with perceived inconsistencies onto the employer and concluded that this inconsistency was a core feature of their employer
brand. In this context, they subsequently actively constructed employer images that
were built around themes of chaos, uncertainty, unreliability or lack of structure
(Table 2, Code 2.3.2).
4.3 Suspending and Withdrawing from Sensemaking

If study participants grew frustrated during the process of making sense of employer brand material, they sometimes stopped constructing their personal idea of
the employer. On one hand, this became visible when study participants temporarily
suspended their engagement with the material. This happened, for instance, when
potential applicants felt a need to take some more time to rethink or reconsider
employer information (Table 3, Code 3.1.3) or when they felt that they needed to
consult other sources or find more specific information (Code 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).
On the other hand, some potential applicants did not just suspend the process
but completely withdrew from sensemaking. This happened firstly when company
features (e.g., location, line of business) caused a general lack of interest in this
particular employer (Table 3, Code 3.2.1). Secondly, potential applicants also withdrew from sensemaking if they were not willing to process what they perceived
to be ambiguous attributions. For example, Dean concludes from his lack of a coherent image of company CE4 that he cannot formulate an opinion about it and
subsequently shifts his focus to a different employer (Table 3, Code 3.2.2).
Both suspending and withdrawing from sensemaking took place during concurrent verbalization (phase 1) and during the retrospective inquiry (phase 2).
4.4 Favorable and Unfavorable Assessments of Constructed Employer Images

If participants were able to create a sufficiently strong idea of an employer’s key
features, they went on to assess the attractiveness of that employer. Images were
deemed attractive or unattractive based on personal assessments that involved comparing relevant employers and contrasting perceived job or employer features to
individuals’ norms, ideals, experiences or expectations.
Participants frequently used comparisons with other employers to argue either for
or against the assessed employer’s attractiveness (Table 4, Code 4.1). The employers
used as a point of reference were either other companies in the study or employers
that potential applicants considered to be particularly relevant for the comparison of
critical employer brand features. The features study participants addressed in their
comparative assessments also indicated participants’ values, ideals and work expec-
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Table 3 Codes associated with root 3, “Suspending the process or withdrawing from sensemaking”
Code
3.1 Suspending sensemaking
3.1.1 Suspending sensemaking because specific
contents are not available
in the situation
3.1.2 Suspending sensemaking because specific
types of information are
not available in the situation
3.1.3 Moving on to the
next employer due to
individual time constraints

Sample Quote
The prospectus doesn’t really say anything about the workplace because
they only introduce their products, but what they really do and what they
offer isn’t clear./[...] I don’t really know how they develop their main
product. {[moves his right hand quickly across the page and puts the
prospectus away]} (P13_Vincent)
It is very difficult to express and describe the company culture in
a brochure./ That usually doesn’t work/ {[shakes his head]} because you
can’t describe people and their capability to work in teams or not./ Anyone can say that the ability to work in a team is important and so on, but it
is such a subjective topic./ (P32_Brad)
Well, this is {[reads it out loud]} “Apprentice Project 2012.”/ Yes, I have
to put this aside because it really doesn’t appeal to me right away./ One
probably really needs to sit down and take a moment to read through it in
detail./ (P45_Philip)

3.2 Withdrawing from sensemaking
Since I don’t spend much time in company location, I am not interested in
3.2.1 Withdrawing from
EE3./ I’d rather dismiss this. (P14_Henk)
sensemaking due to a general lack of interest in the
employer
3.2.2 Withdrawing from
sensemaking due to frustration

This is ambiguous because I have heard some things./ Someone I know
works at CE4, and the thing with the gas stations happened there./ So,
I have no clear image. /[...] Um, yes,/ I just–, I can’t say much about this./
{[shakes his head]} (P1_Dean)

tations. Aspects of personal and social identity and respondents’ a priori schemas
about what is important in their future work lives generally were the background
against which potential applicants assessed the attractiveness of perceived employer
images. For example, Victoria’s reasoning for her decision to deem TO2 and TO4
to be unattractive employers (Table 4, Code 4.2.1.2) stressed her rejection of a highsociety lifestyle that she associated with the haughty and conceited image that she
ascribed to these two employers. Dean, meanwhile, interpreted employer CE2’s
presentation of projects based on his professional commitment to questions of energy policy (Table 4, Code 4.2.1.1). Other aspects of individual identity affecting
assessment processes were quality criteria and ideals used as frames of reference
in the evaluation of an employer’s that stemmed from previous work experiences
and expertise (Table 4, Code 4.2.2.1) and from future work and career expectations
(Table 4, Code 4.2.2.2).

5 Discussion
Based on our empirical findings, we present a process model that illustrates a central but flexible trajectory of how potential applicants make sense of employer brand
material (Fig. 1). We argue that exploring the employer brand material, constructing a plausible employer image and assessing employer attractiveness represent the
dominant sensemaking journey that potential applicants undertake when making
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Table 4 Codes associated with root 4, “Dynamics between schemas and frames—Favorable and
unfavorable assessments of constructed images”
Code

Sample Quote

4.1. Framing perceived
job and company features in relation to
those of other relevant
employers

Stressful situations [...] I don’t really need that because I don’t want it if
I can avoid it./ There are other companies where it’s not like that, where
the company takes care of the employees, and that is was I would want.
(P41_Bernie)

4.2 Framing perceived job and company features in relation to schemas
4.2.1 Relating perceived job and company features to own identity features
4.2.1.1 Relating perceived job and company
features to occupational
norms and ideals

There are new construction projects that are introduced. / With the help of
these projects, one can classify what employers–, in which direction they
go–, which focus they have./ It would be interesting if they could–, What is
this? Probably, this is all about projects. < 3> Now I wonder how relevant
energy-related topics are at CE2./ (P1_Dean)

I would never apply for a job at TO2 because I don’t like the high-society
4.2.1.2 Relating perimage./[...] I don’t see myself going this direction in the future./ I’d rather
ceived job and company
do something like this {[points to TO3]} that is real quality and not all
features to social norms
about seeing and being seen. (P31_Victoria)
and ideals
4.2.2 Relating perceived job and company features to professional experiences and expectations
4.2.2.1 Relating perceived job and company
features to work experiences or career paths

The then-manager was unbelievable./ He did an amazing job. He had everything under control.// He wasn’t a boss who just observes and commands./
Those also really exist./ He actually helped and everything. [...]// That’s
what I can say about TO2. (P11_Jules)

4.2.2.2 Relating perceived job and company
features to work expectations or career plans

There is no consistent line, and that’s not for me./ I need something consistent, something where I know everything fits together and is coherent,/
because otherwise I’d be concerned that if I’d work there, it’d be just as
chaotic, and nothing would fit together. (P10_Joana)

sense of employer brand material. However, this trajectory is neither the only possible way nor completely linear and predictable since deviations, particularly the
complete breakdown of making sense of employer brand material, are possible. In
the following, we discuss the activities of the main trajectory, their interplay and
deviations from the main trajectory.
5.1 Exploring the Employer Brand Material

“Sensemaking starts with chaos” (Weick et al. 2005, p. 411). At the beginning, potential applicants’ engagement with the employer brand material was characterized
by a blurred context and a fluid process. Chia (2000, p. 517) describes this early
stage of sensemaking as “an undifferentiated flux of fleeting sense-impressions.” We
found that when potential applicants were confronted with employer material, they
provided fragmentary comments on various aspects of the context and content but
largely refrained from engaging with the material’s integrated messages. Such ad
hoc commentaries may lead to rough, diverse and disparate ideas about employers.
Our study illustrates, however, that this is not a linear process, as participants experienced tensions, ambiguity and uncertainty in this context. For example, some
cues were regarded negatively (e.g., useless, low-quality giveaways), while others
related to the same employer were viewed positively (e.g., a program to support
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Fig. 1 Process model of sensemaking of employer brands

work-life balance of employees). Weick et al. (2005) regard noticing and bracketing
as main activities in the early stage of making sense. Similarly, participants in our
study tried to extract specific cues and aspects from the employer brand material
for closer consideration. We conceptualize this process predominantly as priming,
in which individuals describe what they see and read in the employer brand material
and connect it to already-available mental models (Cornelissen and Werner 2014;
Weick et al. 2005). These models mainly refer to knowledge about employment and
general attitudes to work or to specific aesthetics or ideas in the provided material.
In cases where the organization was already known to the participant, mental models
were enriched with personal experiences as well as the experiences and opinions of
others (e.g., peers). However, the empirical results also demonstrate evidence that
participants had problems applying such mental models. These problems became
apparent when potential applicants quickly moved to the next employer’s box of
brand material and therefore suspended their previous sensemaking process. Importantly, such suspensions did not necessarily lead to a breakdown of sensemaking for
particular employers since some participants later examined the material again and
continued exploring it.
The outcome of employer brand exploration is usually a fragmentary and heterogeneous set of attributes ascribed to an employer that are only loosely and vaguely
connected to the participants’ identity and work values. In only a few cases, potential
applicants developed a robust, stable perspective on an employer rather early in the
process, which we interpret as an overlap with the next activity.
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5.2 Constructing a Plausible Employer Image

During the second activity, potential applicants attempted to narrate a meaningful
story about the organization as an employer. They did that by interpreting specific
or general employer attributions and constructing a plausible employer image. This
occurred through a process of active, deliberate reasoning that aimed to resolve tensions and ambiguities that arose in the previous activity of their sensemaking journey.
These employer images were constructed subjectively, they were unique in their argumentation, diverse in their plausibility-driven interpretations and entrenched in
the story that was crafted. However, this storytelling is usually not straightforward,
as it may also include diverse attempts at making sense of contents, aesthetics and
the type of employer brand material. In other words, it is a “continued redrafting of
an emerging story so that it becomes more comprehensive [...] and is more resilient
in the face of criticism” (Weick et al. 2005, p. 415). In the empirical results, this becomes visible, for instance, through potential applicants’ attempts to retell previous
employment experiences in light of the current impression of the employer brand
material. This continued redrafting was fundamentally social since participants in
our study also referred to the experiences of others and to discussions with peers,
relatives or representatives of an employer. Moreover, by constructing a plausible
employer image, the retrospective character of sensemaking (Weick 1995) becomes
particularly evident. This is because interpretations of the present situation, here the
consideration of employer brand material, are strongly influenced by past experiences, interactions and events. The future, in the form of employment options and
desires, was already hinted at in the expressed thoughts of many participants but
was not the focus of this sensemaking.
While constructing an employer image, some participants were reinforcing an
already-activated schema to the extent that it was confirmed. Such sensemaking was
based on an obvious, consistent and strong narrative and thus included few individual
reflections from the exploration activity. Such denial of reflection created a situation
in which participants’ framing mainly legitimized and defended an already-developed perspective. However, the vast majority of participants explicitly reflected on
the schemas that dominated their employer brand exploration. Consequently, their
framing combined existing impressions with new ideas, thereby confirming and
strengthening but also questioning and revising opinions formulated in ‘exploring
the employer brand material’. Interestingly, previous employment experiences (e.g.,
internships) usually did not fully determine potential applicants’ construction of
employer images. In this trajectory, participants went beyond their first assumptions
and developed original frames. They related to these comments, returned to the
material and substantiated or questioned former perspectives by connecting them
to past work experiences, their present situation and ideas about their future employment and careers. This framing of employer brand material can be regarded as
more substantial than priming since participants developed original views about the
employers based on an ongoing process of reflecting on assumptions and an attempt
to resolve contradictions and achieve consistency and clarity.
Participants related to the employer brand material and selected employer brand
attributions but they also considered what this material and these attributions meant
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for them as individuals and for their values and self-concepts. Thus, constructing
a plausible employer image can be regarded as a form of identity work. Potential
applicants employed socio-cultural resources (such as general reputations of specific industries and structural characteristics of labor market segments) and personal
memories and wishes (Alvesson and Willmott 2002) to identify and describe relevant aspects of their employer images. Simultaneously, they used “a variety of
rhetorical devices, including accounts, stories, justifications, disclaimers, and other
‘vocabularies of motives’” (Ibarra and Barbulescu 2010, p. 137) to find answers to
questions about what this employer image means for their identity. In doing this, they
tried to meet their human needs for self-worth and confidence. Particularly, when
employer brand material and company-created employer images irritated aspects of
participants’ identity, they usually attempted to understand this challenge and to
stabilize or enhance their self-consistency and self-efficacy (Maitlis and Christianson 2014). This exposure to sensebreaking (Pratt 2000) provoked strong reactions
in participants. They reconstructed their image of an employer or adapted aspects
of their identity to make an employer more acceptable, or they strengthened and
enforced their identity by devaluing an employer. However, others stopped the process of sensemaking because the identity they constructed in relation to an employer
remained implausible. Usually, this took the form of an articulated need to return
to employer brand exploration and study the material in greater detail. However,
these suspensions had a different quality compared to sensemaking interruptions in
‘exploring the employer brand material’ since they were more significant and sustainable and were based on a more substantial effort to create a plausible connection
to an employer.
We regard the successful construction of a plausible employer image as an essential step in making sense of employer brands. Potential applicants must be sufficiently confident in their construction of the employer’s image in order to have
a viable point of reference for their assessment of employers’ attractiveness in the
final activity of our process model.
5.3 Assessing Employer Attractiveness

The activity of employer attractiveness assessment potentially overlaps with the
phase of employer image construction, but it is characterized by different characteristics. Here, the influence of the employer brand material and attributions diminishes,
and potential applicants’ identities, employment ideals and life plans, particularly
future employment options, dominate. In this activity, the relationship between potential applicants and the employer shifts from exploration (first phase) and construction (second phase) to assessment. More precisely, potential applicants become
evaluators of their prospective life courses in the context of their assessments of employer attractiveness. In this third phase, the prospective dimension of sensemaking
comes to the forefront. Identity work becomes dominant, more specific and future
driven as potential applicants assess employers in relation to their personal expectations regarding employment. The concept of identity projects thoroughly captures
this feature of assessing the attractiveness of future employers (Appleby et al. 2018).
Identity projects are “individuals’ definitions of their selves in the light of their on-
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going development and imagined future” (Alvesson and Kärreman 2007, p. 713).
Potential applicants relate their self-concepts to the individually created employer
image and regard employers as either supporting, ignoring or threatening their identity projects (Appleby et al. 2018). To be able to make such viable judgments,
participants in our study sought to develop a plausible narrative that convincingly
captured perceived characteristics of the employer and connected them to their personal ideas on their future employment and careers. Thus, making sense of employer
brand material with respect to the employers’ attractiveness interweaves activated
schemas and novel frames about an employer with the identity of the addressee of
employer brand material. This process is beyond the control of the employer because it is highly subjective and represents an independent act of meaning creation
(Aggerholm et al. 2011) that is triggered but in no way determined by the employer
brand material. In this activity of assessing employer attractiveness, potential applicants relate their constructed employer image primarily to themselves and their
identity projects, which then leads to clear rejections or approvals of employers.
5.4 Breakdown of the Process of Making Sense of Employer Brands

As our empirical data shows, the process of sensemaking can be severely disrupted
and then break down completely. In other words, in some cases, participants stopped
making sense of employer brands. Such withdrawals from sensemaking mainly occurred within two activities. Firstly, in employer brand exploration, terminations of
sensemaking arose from the unwillingness or inability of participants to engage with
and relate to the provided employer brand material, not even in very basic terms.
Participants identified the low quantity or poor quality of information, time restrictions and insufficient interest in an employer as their main reasons for disengaging.
The employer brand material is not able to trigger either sensemaking in the sense
of creating meaning (Weick 1995) or sensebreaking in the sense of destruction of
an existing individual meaning (Pratt 2000).
Secondly, withdrawals from sensemaking in the employer image construction
occurred when participants were not able to resolve tensions, ambiguities and disinterest caused by the employer brand material, additional information, word of mouth
or their own experiences. These participants were neither able nor willing to relate
the employer to their future employment and life options. They preferred to abandon
the sensemaking process rather than to positively or negatively assess an employer’s
attractiveness based on weak and unconvincing employer image constructions. This
describes a situation in which potential applicants are not able to determine their
connection with the employer and fail to plausibly construct their identity in relation to this employer. They develop neither a clear and constructive meaning of an
employer nor seekership (Pratt 2000, p. 464) in the sense of increased motivation to
learn more about an employer. Thus, potential applicants remain or become indifferent. In these situations, the process of sensemaking does not recover from a state
of indifference.
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6 Conclusion
In investigating highly qualified potential applicants’ processes of making sense of
employer brand material, we conceptualized these process as unfolding in various
activities that are not independent from each other. The function of the first activity
of exploration is to orient oneself and therefore represents a necessary step before
the construction of a plausible employer image in the second activity. Even more
significant, this construction of an employer image constitutes a foundation of the
individual assessment of employer attractiveness. This image represents an interpretation of attributions that potential applicants ascribe to features and contents
of employer material and information. The construction of this image is a process
of continued drafting of a subjectively plausible story and of potential applicants’
identity work mainly based on personal work experiences and values. This image
forms the main and essential point of reference for potential applicants’ employer
attractiveness judgment in that it is measured against personal schemas and frames
that are fundamentally tied to the individual’s identity projects. The intense influence of the potential applicant’s specific identity project in relation to the respective
employer, mainly based on future employment and career expectations, dominates
the third phase of assessing the employers’ attractiveness.
Our model implies that there are strong elements of interpretative uncertainty
and unpredictability within the various activities of making sense of employer brand
material. Additionally, specific deviations from the main trajectory described above
are part of our model. Firstly, there is a possibility that potential applicants are not
satisfied with their sensemaking process, the level of information they perceive or
the plausibility of the constructed employer image. This situation can lead either
to a temporary suspension or a complete withdrawal of potential applicants from
making sense of employer brand material. The latter represents a strong uncertainty
in the process of individual construction of employer brand images and derives
from a breakdown of sensemaking because of indifference towards an employer and
their brand material. Secondly, non-linear dynamics are possible within the process
model. For example, potential applicants’ schemas can be more prevailling than the
main trajectory suggests. They can prevent potential applicants from integrating new
aspects or information into their sensemaking (framing). This early determination of
an employer image based on a small number of impressions and experiences leads to
the phenomenon of selective redrafting and rationalization of an existing employer
image. Preferences for and against employers are set based on limited information
and criteria at an early stage, with the subsequent process focusing on confirming
and rationalizing those early choices as a type of retrospective reasoning.

7 Study Limitations and Further Research
Contrary to the dominant positivistic and postpositivistic research, this study developed a process model of individuals’ sensemaking of employer brand material. This
model identifies various important aspects within this process, including the relevance of a plausible employer image and the possibility of a complete breakdown
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of individual meaning creation. However, there are some limitations to this study
that are relevant to further research on employer branding.
Firstly, we did not fully explore the social dimension of framing in our study.
Framing is characterized by “essentially dynamic and socially situated processes of
meaning construction” (Cornelissen and Werner 2014, p. 183). We cover this social
dimension in our study via past interactions and implied presence of others, which
is an important part of the sociomaterial context of sensemaking (Maitlis and Christianson 2014). However, we did not cover social processes of constructing meanings
of employer brands in the presence of other relevant agents (such as peers, family
members, recruiters, etc.). To grasp this social dimension in the present, it would be
necessary to observe communication processes between potential applicants (e.g.,
in focus groups) or between job seekers and recruiters, for example, at career fairs
or during pre-hire mentoring (Smith 2018).
Secondly, we used real employer brand material provided by selected companies.
These employers also had the freedom to choose the quantity and composition of
their material. We chose this approach rather than standardized material from fictional companies because a research setting reflecting an authentic initial attraction
best enabled us to explore potential applicants’ interpretation of employer brand
material in the context of existing impressions of employers. Several authors highlight the importance of using realistic scenarios in recruitment research to account
for various facets of applicant reactions to employer information (e.g., Swider et al.
2015; Saks 2014). In this regard, the heterogeneity of employers and employer brand
material used in our study are an advantage for our main study aim. However, we
are unable to make any claims about isolated effects of the quantity or quality of the
material or the existing employer image on perceived attractiveness of employers.
Thirdly, we did not systematically include important employer brand material
such as company websites, employer’s social media page (Carpentier et al. 2019)
or company-independent information on social media (e.g., Sivertzen et al. 2013)
and on platforms for employer evaluation. However, company-independent sources
played a role in our empirical study when participants related to information on social media or platforms in the interviews. Qualitative empirical studies that explore
potential applicants’ processes of making sense of company websites, digital employer branding, social media and employer platforms could provide an important
addition to current research on employer branding.
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